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Introduction: The health and economic benefits of human papillomavirus (HPV)

vaccination targeted at menwho have sex withmen (MSM) in developing settings

have been rarely assessed. This study aimed to evaluate the effectiveness and

cost-effectiveness of different HPV vaccination strategies among MSM in China.

Methods: A Markov model was developed to simulate HPV transmission

dynamics among a total of 30.73 million MSM in China. The corresponding

natural history included 6 states: susceptible, infected with low-risk subtypes,

high-risk subtypes, anogenital warts and anal cancer, and deaths from anal

cancer. MSM were divided into three age groups with cut-off points of 27 and

45 years. Alternative vaccination strategies were built by allocating bivalent,

quadrivalent, nine-valent, or no vaccine to each of the groups. We generated

the prevented infections and deaths by vaccination compared with baseline (no

vaccination) and calculated incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs) to

determine the optimal strategy.

Results: The model showed that in 10 years, at baseline, the existing cases of

anogenital warts would reach 5,464,225 (IQR, 4,685,708-6,174,175); that of anal

cancer would reach 1,922.95 (1,716.56-2,119.93), resulting in 940.55 (732.27-

1,141.87) deaths. Under 50% vaccination coverage among one age group, the

prevented cases of anogenital warts were maximized with quadrivalent vaccines

allocated to MSM aged 27-45 years; that of anal cancer were maximized when

offering nine-valent vaccines to the same group. Under 50% vaccination

coverage among all groups, the lowest ICER (34,098.09 USD/QALY, 31,146.54-

37,062.88) was reached when only quadrivalent vaccines were provided. Based

on this strategy, when the annual vaccination rate increased by 30%, the ICER

(33,521.75 USD/QALY, 31,040.73-36,013.92) would fall below three times China’s
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per capita GDP. When the vaccine price decreased by 60%, the ICER was

reduced to 7,344.44 USD/QALY (4,392.89-10,309.23), indicating good cost-

effectiveness taking China’s per capita GDP as a threshold.

Conclusions: HPV vaccination can effectively reduce the prevalence and

mortality of related diseases among MSM in China, especially quadrivalent

vaccines for anogenital warts and nine-valent vaccines for anal cancer. MSM

aged 27-45 years were the optimal group for vaccination. Annual vaccination and

appropriate adjustment of vaccine price are necessary to further improve the

cost-effectiveness.
KEYWORDS

human papillomavirus, vaccination strategy, men who have sex with men (MSM),
Markov model, cost-effectiveness analyses
1 Introduction

Human papillomavirus (HPV) infection and related

morbidities are a major threat to human health (1). HPV is

generally divided into low-risk (HPV-6, 11 and etc) and high-risk

(HPV-16, 18, 31, 33 and etc) subtypes (2). Low-risk HPV infection

can cause anogenital warts (3), while the persistent infection of

high-risk HPV can lead to abnormal neoplasia which ultimately

manifests as various cancers (4, 5). Almost all HPV-associated

cancers could be directly attributed to HPV according to the United

States Cancer Statistics (6). As shown in a study in Australia, HPV

was detected in 85% of rectal cancers, 70% of cervical cancers, 50%

of penile cancers, and 40% of vulval cancers (7). In China, the age-

standardized incidence and mortality rate of HPV-attributable

cancers demonstrated upward trends, as is presented in a disease

burden analysis (8).

Men who have sex with men (MSM) are at high risk of HPV

transmission (9). A study in Italy found that, the prevalence of any-

type HPV infection in MSM was 48.9% (10), and that for HIV-

positive MSM reached 60.0%, among whom 63.3% suffered high-

risk HPV infection (5). Besides, the lack of self-protection

perception during sexual behaviors has made MSM a population

with a high HPV incidence (9). As is shown in a cohort study in

Australia, the incidence of high-risk anal HPV was up to 77/100

person-years for those even at a relatively young age (11). The

clearance rate of HPV among MSM, which was only 75.5/1000

person-years for high-risk anal HPV infection concluded in a

cohort study in Italy, is also far below that among heterosexual

males (12). Studies have shown that MSM are at higher risk of HPV

persistent infection and cancer development, especially anal cancer,

the incidence of which is 20 times that of heterosexual men (13). In

China, the huge population base of MSM exacerbates the burdens of

HPV-related diseases, which has led to the necessity of targeted

protective strategies.

Fortunately, HPV vaccines are efficacious in preventing the

infection of several carcinogenic HPV subtypes, and have become
02
the most effective intervention in containing HPV-related diseases

(14). There are three categories of preventive HPV vaccines at

current, including bivalent (GlaxoSmithKline and Vantage

Biopharmaceutical), quadrivalent (Merck), and nine-valent

(Merck) vaccines (15). Bivalent vaccines cover HPV subtypes 16

and 18. On this basis, quadrivalent vaccines additionally cover

subtypes 6 and 11, providing continuous prevention against

anogenital warts for at least 10 years with 90% efficacy, according

to a long-term follow-up (16). Nine-valent vaccines extend the

prevention effect to HPV-31, 33, 45, 52, and 58 subtypes. A

modeling study has found that nine-valent vaccination at

appropriate ages could avert over 400 thousand HPV-related

cancers among males (17). HPV vaccination plans have been

involved in the National Immunity Program (NIP) of 66.49% of

World Health Organization (WHO) member states (18). However,

even in Europe, with relatively developed economies, funded

vaccination was implemented in only 47% of countries as of

January 2020, suggesting an urgent demand for further economic

evaluations of HPV vaccines (19).

MSM have been recommended HPV vaccination globally (20). In

China, the phase III clinical trial on the indication of recombinant nine-

valent HPV vaccine (Beijing Health Guard Biotechnology Inc.) among

men has been launched, where 1200 homosexual men will be recruited

as volunteers (21). In order to reinforce targeted protection for high-

risk groups and promote herd immunity, it is crucial to explore the

transmission dynamics of HPV and develop reasonable vaccination

strategies among MSM. However, current HPV transmission models

primarily focus onwomen or heterosexualmen. Among the few studies

targeted at MSM, Zhang et al. investigated the effectiveness and cost-

effectiveness of HPV vaccination programs in Australia, and the cost-

effectiveness of HPV vaccination was also estimated by Kim et al. in the

USA (22, 23). The health and economic benefits of HPV vaccination

among MSM were rarely assessed in developing settings. Therefore,

this study aimed to simulate the transmission dynamics of HPV and

evaluate the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of different HPV

vaccination strategies among MSM in China.
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2 Materials and methods

2.1 Study design and data sources

We developed an age-stratified multi-state Markov model to

simulate HPV transmission among MSM in China. A transition

probability matrix with disease-related parameters was constructed

for model calculation. MSMwere divided into three age groups with

cut-off points of 27 and 45 years. HPV vaccination was considered

as a preventive intervention and was conducted cost-effectiveness

evaluation. All data were collected from government websites and

published literature. Details about all parameters applied in the

model are presented in Table 1.
2.2 Model overview

2.2.1 Model structure
The natural history of HPV infection, development, and

clearance among MSM was represented in 6 states: susceptible (S,

the initial state), infected with HPV low-risk subtypes (L), infected

with HPV high-risk subtypes (H), anogenital warts (G), anal cancer

(A), and deaths from anal cancer (D, the absorbing state). In the

model simulation, each susceptible individual could be infected

with either low-risk or high-risk HPV subtypes with different force

transmission rates, and will hence enter the corresponding status L

or H respectively. Individuals persistently infected with low-risk

HPV have a chance for anogenital warts development, otherwise,

they will shed low-risk HPV and re-enter the susceptible state (S).

Those infected with anogenital warts will be likely to recover under

proper treatment. Similarly, anal cancer could be triggered by

persistent infection of high-risk HPV, except that we assumed

individuals wil l not completely recover from formed

cancerization. Once entering status A, an individual will be

provided cancer therapy and face the risk of death. (Figure 1)

The total MSM population (n, 30.73 million) in China was

initially included in the model. In order to better fit the real-world

epidemic situation of HPV-related diseases among MSM in China,

we assumed that 40.1%, 25.1%, 4.8%, 30.0%, and 1.5/100,000 of

them were at state S, L, G, H, and A, respectively, from the

beginning of our model simulation (43–45). The initial

proportions of MSM at states L and H did not differ among ages.

We considered 37 HPV subtypes (low-risk subtypes: HPV-6, 11, 26,

34, 40, 42, 43, 44, 53, 54, 55, 57, 61, 66, 67, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 81, 82,

83, 84; high-risk subtypes: HPV-16, 18, 31, 33, 35, 39, 45, 51, 52, 56,

58, 59, 68) to promise better accuracy of final infection outcomes.

Apart from the deaths from anal cancer, natural deaths among

MSM were taken into account. Besides, status A in the model was

assumed to exclude the precancerous lesions of anal cancer.

2.2.2 Age stratification
In view of the differences in sex frequency and sexual activeness

level among individuals of various ages, MSM were divided into three

age groups with cut-off points of 27 and 45 years (age groups, MSM

aged <27, 27-45, and >45 years). Further, the incidence rates of any-
Frontiers in Immunology 03
type HPV infection were assumed to be different among these three

groups. We assumed that the ages of MSM in each group follow

uniformdistribution, and simulated the growth of ages for amore solid

result. MSM before the age of puberty (<9 years old) were excluded

from all analyses. The criterion for the cut-off point selection refers to

current recommendations of age-appropriate HPV vaccination for

women, which indicate that adults aged 27-45 years might be at risk of

new HPV infection and benefit from vaccination (1).

2.2.3 Interventions
HPV vaccination was the primary pre-exposure preventative

intervention in our model. We assumed that a bivalent vaccine

could provide a 94.0% protection effect against the infection of its

covered HPV subtypes (HPV-16, 18) (36), while the protection

effect on other subtypes is 0%. Similarly, 90.4% protection effect

against the infection of HPV-6, 11, 16, and 18, and 96.7% against

the infection of HPV-6, 11, 16, 18, 31, 33, 45, 52, and 58 were

provided by quadrivalent vaccine and nine-valent vaccine,

respectively (37, 39), while no protective effect was supposed

against their corresponding uncovered subtypes. MSM who were

susceptible to HPV infection (S) would be vaccinated at a certain

initial coverage and an annual vaccinating rate. The duration of

protection from HPV vaccination was assumed to be lifelong.

Vaccination plans in this study were age-stratified to provide

comprehensive recommendations. We considered combined

vaccination strategies with various HPV vaccine categories instead

of a single type of vaccine. Alternative vaccination strategies were

built by allocating bivalent, quadrivalent, nine-valent, or no vaccine

to each of the three age groups. A total of 64 vaccination strategies

were involved in subsequent effectiveness and cost-effectiveness

analyses, classified as a) one-group-targeted strategy: allocating one

kind of vaccines to one of the three age groups; b) two-groups-

targeted strategy: allocating bivalent, quadrivalent, or nine-valent to

two of the age groups; c) full-arrangement strategy: allocating

bivalent, quadrivalent, or nine-valent to all age groups. No

vaccination was assumed as the baseline scenario.
2.3 Model simulation

The outcomes of themodel included the existing number of HPV

low-risk and high-risk infections, anogenital warts, anal cancers, and

deaths from anal cancer. The prevented infections and deaths by

vaccination compared with baseline were calculated to assess the

effectiveness of vaccines. Total costs (incurred by anogenital warts

treatment, anal cancer treatment, and vaccination), quality-adjusted

life years (QALYs), and incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICERs,

the gained QALYs divided by increased total costs) were obtained for

the evaluation of cost-effectiveness. The discount rate (year-end) was

set at an average of 0.03 to convert future values of costs into

equivalent present values. A vaccination strategy is judged to be

cost-effective when its estimated ICER is less than three times the

gross domestic product (GDP) per capita, and it is considered a plan

with high cost-effectiveness if the ICER is less than per capita GDP.

Details about the outcome calculation are shown in Appendix.
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TABLE 1 Parameters used for the construction of the Markov transmission matrix and outcome calculation.

(a) Population size and/or proportion of different age groups

Groupa Symbol Value Range Source

Size Total n 30,728,379 [30,677,941-30,778,818] (24–26)

Proportion Group1 n1/n 27.30% [25%-29%] (27–29)

Group2 n2/n 68.60% [65%-72%] (27–29)

Group3 n3/n 4.10% [3%-6%] (27–29)

(b) Incidence rate of HPV infection

Status Symbol Value Range Source

Incidence rate
(overall)

L pL 0.174 [0.119-0.238] (30)

H pH 0.205 [0.148-0.277] (30)

(c) Transmission rate of Markov matrix

Transmission Symbol Value Range Source

Development L->G pLG 0.29 [0.19-0.4] (31)

H->A pHA 0.0000379 [0.000033-0.00004] (32); calculated

Recovery L->S gL 0.898 [0.815-0.988] (33)

H->S gH 0.752 [0.682-0.800] (33)

G->S gG 0.19 [0.102-0.212] (34)

Death A->D dA 0.0688 [0.0408-0.1374] (32); calculated

Natural death Group1/2/3->D0 d0 0.00718 0.00718 (26)

Natural birth ->Group1 b0 0.00752 0.00752 (26)

Aging Group1->Group2 m1 1/17 assumed assumedb

Group2->Group3 m2 1/19 assumed assumedb

(d) Vaccination parameters

Category Symbol Value Range Source

VE Bivalent w2 94.0% [80.0%-99.0%] (35, 36)

Quadrivalent w4 90.4% [69.2%-98.1%] (37, 38)

Nine-valent w9 96.7% [80.9%-99.8%] (39)

Vaccinating rate / b 1% [1%-10%] assumedb

Coverage Bivalent a2 50% [30%-70%] assumedb

Quadrivalent a4 50% [30%-70%] assumedb

Nine-valent a9 50% [30%-70%] assumedb

(e) Cost-effectiveness evaluation parameters

Category Symbol Value Range Source

Cost Bivalent c2 51.30 [50.72-57.97] (36, 40, 41)

Quadrivalent c4 119.28 [115.94-130.43] (41)

Nine-valent c9 191.74 [188.41-210.14] (41)

Treatment for anogenital wartsc cg 511.73 [266.67-1,008.10] Dermatology Hospital of Southern Medical University

Treatment for anal cancerc ca 11,594.20 [10,869.57-14,492.75] Sun Yat-sen University Cancer Center

Discount rate w 0.03 [0.0-0.08] (42)

QALY S qS 1 1 assumed

(Continued)
F
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The model was run 1000 times in each setting to narrow the

errors from parameter selection. The medians and inter-quartile

range (IQR) of all outcomes were estimated based on Monte Carlo

simulation. The simulation period was set as 10 years. We

implemented sensitivity analysis for the vaccination coverage

(20%, 50%, 90%), annual vaccinating rate (10%, 20%, 30%, 40%),

vaccine price (+25%, -25%, -50%, -75%) and discount rate (-25%,

+25%), to assess the robustness of final results. All computations

were performed by R 4.1.2 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing,

Vienna, Austria).
3 Results

3.1 Baseline analysis

The model showed that with no vaccination, in 10 years, the

existing cases of anogenital warts would reach 5,464,225 (IQR,

4,685,708-6,174,175); that of anal cancer would reach 1,922.95
Frontiers in Immunology 05
(1,716.56-2,119.93), resulting in 940.55 (732.27-1,141.87) deaths.

In general, the 10-year simulation yielded a total of 11,235,709

(10,198,499-12,385,242) cumulative anogenital warts and 2,863.50

(2,722.13-2,998.67) anal cancers. The annual new infections peaked

at 779,891 (606,671.60-944,629.90) at year 2 for anogenital warts,

and 157.54 (128.30-186.39) at year 2 for anal cancer. The trends of

yearly infections are shown in Figure 2.
3.2 Effectiveness of vaccination strategies

3.2.1 One-group-targeted strategy
Under 50% vaccination coverage among susceptible MSM in

one age group, compared with baseline, bivalent HPV vaccines had

no effect in the prevention of anogenital warts, even though a

maximum of 73.91(66.77-80.24) anal cancer cases could be avoided;

the prevented cases of anogenital warts were maximized (median,

378,458.92, IQR, 314,785.72-437,167.42) with quadrivalent HPV

vaccines allocated to MSM aged 27-45 years; that of anal cancer
TABLE 1 Continued

(a) Population size and/or proportion of different age groups

Groupa Symbol Value Range Source

L qL 1 1 assumed

H qH 1 1 assumed

G qG 0.91 [0.88-0.93] (22)

A qA 0.68 [0.65-0.70] (22)

D qD 0 0 assumed

(e) Cost-effectiveness evaluation parameters

Category Symbol Value Range Source
HPV, human papillomavirus; VE, vaccination efficacy; QALY, quality-adjusted life years.
a Group1: MSM aged <27 years; Group2: MSM aged 27-45 years; Group3: MSM aged >45 years.
b These parameters were conducted sensitivity analyses.
c Data on costs collected or consulted from institutions in China were adjusted to USD in 2022.
FIGURE 1

The natural history of HPV dynamic transmission among MSM.
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(231.44, 208.29-252.58) and deaths (104.80, 81.18-127.75) was

maximized when providing nine-valent vaccines to MSM aged

27-45 years. (Figures 3A, B)

3.2.2 Two-group-targeted strategy
Under 50% vaccination coverage among susceptible MSM in

two age groups, compared with baseline, the prevented cases of

anogenital warts were maximized (480,787.99, 405,437.58-

553,663.48) with quadrivalent HPV vaccines allocated to MSM

aged <27 and 27-45 years; that of anal cancer (305.69, 275.33-

333.30) and deaths (136.60, 105.76-166.55) was maximized when

providing nine-valent vaccines to MSM aged < 45 years. (Figure 3C)

3.2.3 Full-arrangement strategy
Under 50% coverage among susceptibleMSMat all ages, compared

with baseline, bivalent HPV vaccination could prevent 5.15% (5.03%-
Frontiers in Immunology 06
5.28%) anal cancers and 4.52% (4.49%-4.54%) deaths, but marginally

increased the quantity of anogenital warts (8.11‰, 5.62‰-11.89‰);

quadrivalent vaccination prevented 9.08% (8.46%-9.50%) anogenital

warts, 2.44% (2.29%-2.59%) anal cancers and 2.46% (2.41%-2.52%)

deaths; and nine-valent vaccination could reduce 6.99% (6.36%-7.45%)

anogenital warts, 16.44% (16.27%-16.62%) anal cancers and 15.01%

(14.93%-15.05%) deaths. Under the same assumption on vaccination

coverage, the prevented cumulative cases of anogenital warts were

maximized (496,080.68, 418,945.15-570,872.88) with quadrivalent

HPV vaccines allocated to all MSM age groups; that of anal cancer

(316.11, 284.65-344.70) and deaths (141.14, 109.26-172.08) were

maximizedwhen providing nine-valent vaccines to all groups. (Table 2)

With nine-valent vaccines, when the vaccination coverage rose

from 50% to 90% for all age groups, 6.01% (5.44%-6.44%) anogenital

warts, 15.74% (15.55%-15.95%) anal cancers and 14.12% (14.04%-

14.17%) deaths from anal cancer could be further prevented.When the
A

B

FIGURE 2

The yearly trends of (A) low-risk HPV, high-risk HPV, and anogenital warts infections/(B) anal cancer infections and deaths from anal cancer, with no
vaccination. The x-axis relates to the simulation period (10 years in total). The y-axis relates to the number of cases in each model compartment. L,
low-risk HPV infection; H, high-risk HPV infection; G, anogenital warts; A, anal cancer; D, death from anal cancer.
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vaccination coverage was raised from 50% to 90% separately in MSM

aged <27 years, 1.28% (1.26%-1.31%) anogenital warts, 3.70% (3.66%-

3.75%) anal cancers and 3.18% (3.15%-3.20%) deaths could be

prevented. With the same separate increase of vaccination coverage

amongMSMaged 27-45 years, 4.52% (3.94%-4.92%) anogenital warts,

11.52% (11.36%-11.69%) anal cancers and 10.49% (10.44%-10.52%)

deaths could be avoided, and that separate increase among MSM aged

>45 years would only reduce 2.12‰ (2.08‰-2.17‰) anogenital warts,

5.19‰ (5.13‰-5.26‰) anal cancers and 4.54‰ (4.50‰-4.56‰)

deaths. Conversely, if reducing the vaccination coverage from 50%

to 20% for all age groups, the cases of anogenital warts, cases of anal

cancer, and deaths would be increased by 4.51% (4.08%-4.83%),

11.80% (11.66%-11.96%) and 10.59% (10.53%-10.63%),

respectively. (Figure 3D)
3.3 Cost-effectiveness of
vaccination strategies

3.3.1 One-group-targeted strategy
Compared with baseline, under 50% vaccination coverage,

allocating bivalent vaccines to MSM aged >45 years was the most

cost-saving strategy (total cost increased: 36.98 million USD, 36.33-

37.63). Vaccinating MSM aged 27-45 years with quadrivalent
Frontiers in Immunology 07
vaccines improved the most QALY (quality-adjusted life year,

34,087.30, 28,359.07-39,367.77). The lowest ICER value (29,871.06

USD/QALY, 26,993.53-32,761.46) was reached when allocating

quadrivalent vaccines to MSM aged 27-45 years.

3.3.2 Two-group-targeted strategy
Compared with baseline, under 50% vaccination coverage,

allocating bivalent vaccines to MSM aged <27 and >45 years was

the most cost-saving strategy (total cost increased: 291.09 million

USD, 283.87-298.31). Vaccinating MSM <27 years old and those

aged 27-45 years improved the most QALY (43,306.92, 36,523.99-

49,860.28). The lowest ICER value (30,575.34 USD/QALY,

27,686.32-33,477.29) was reached when allocating quadrivalent

vaccines to MSM aged 27-45 and >45 years.

3.3.3 Full-arrangement strategy
Compared with baseline, under 50% vaccination coverage,

allocating bivalent vaccines to all MSM age groups was the most

cost-saving strategy (total cost increased: 910.30 million USD,

891.93-928.68). Vaccinating MSM <27 years old, MSM aged 27-

45 years and those >45 years with quadrivalent vaccines improved

the most QALY (quality-adjusted life year) (44,684.90, 37,740.83-

51,416.49). The lowest ICER value (34,098.09 USD/QALY,
A B

DC

FIGURE 3

The trends of yearly infections in (A) state G, with quadrivalent vaccines allocated to different groups in the one-group-targeted scenario/(B) state A,
with nine-valent vaccines allocated to different groups in the one-group-targeted scenario/(C) state A, with nine-valent vaccines in the two-group-
targeted scenario/(D) state A, with nine-valent vaccines targeted at all groups under different coverages. The x-axis relates to the simulation period
(10 years total). The y-axis relates to the number of cases in different model compartments. State G, anogenital warts; state A, anal cancer. 4v,
quadrivalent vaccines; 9v, nine-valent vaccines.
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31,146.54-37,062.88) was reached when allocating quadrivalent

vaccines to MSM in all age groups, and this value has fallen

below three times the per capita GDP (per capita gross domestic

product, 12420 USD in the year 2022) in China. Under such a

vaccination strategy, 18,897,954 doses of quadrivalent vaccines, and

a total of 7,783.00 (6,153.96-9,404.89) million USD would be

consumed, resulting in a total of 28,400,716 (28,343,914-

28,465,416) QALY among MSM. (Table 3) The comparison of

yearly infection trends with the most cost-effective strategies

determined in all scenarios is shown in Figure 4. The cost-

effectivenesses of all vaccination strategies in the three separate

scenarios are shown in Figure 5.
3.4 Sensitivity analysis

When the overall vaccination coverage declined from 50% to

20% or rose from 50% to 90% consistently among all the vaccinated
Frontiers in Immunology 08
age groups, the ICERs of alternative vaccine allocations remained

stable. Based on the most cost-effective vaccination strategy in the

one-group-targeted scenario, when the annual vaccinating rate

among MSM aged 27-45 years increased from 0% to 10%, the

ICER would rise to 42,975.92 USD/QALY (40,373.25-45,590.25).

That value would fall below the threshold (three times China’s per

capita GDP) when elevating the vaccination rate to 20% (37,234.35

USD/QALY, 34,736.25-39,743.65). Based on the most cost-effective

vaccination strategy in the two-group-targeted scenario, when the

annual vaccination rate among MSM aged ≥27 years increased from

0% to 10%, the ICERwould rise to 41,018.25 USD/QALY (38,437.79-

43,610.30), and that value would also fall below the threshold if

increasing the vaccinating rate to 20% (35,116.42 USD/QALY,

32,637.44-37,606.52). A similar trend was detected for the most

cost-effective vaccination strategy in the full-arrangement scenario,

except that the ICER value (40,060.47 USD/QALY, 37,523.32-

42,609.02) still exceeded the threshold under 50% vaccination

coverage and 20% vaccinating rate. A higher annual vaccination
TABLE 2 The prevented cases and deaths of HPV-related diseases of age-stratified HPV vaccination strategies among MSM in China, compared with
no vaccination.

Vaccination strategiesa Prevented anogenital warts
(median [IQR])

Prevented anal cancers
(median [IQR])

Prevented deaths from anal cancer
(median [IQR])<27 27-45 >45

Strategies preventing the most anogenital warts

One-group-targeted strategies

0 4 0 378,458.92 [314,785.72, 437,167.42] 33.63 [29.49, 37.57] 15.61 [12.33, 18.92]

Two-group-targeted strategies

4 4 0 480,787.99 [405,437.58, 553,663.48] 44.97 [39.71, 49.92] 22.12 [17.44, 26.87]

9 4 0 459,992.91 [386,887.89, 530,320.03] 107.88 [97.02, 117.56] 47.41 [36.88, 57.70]

Full-arrangement strategies

4 4 4 496,080.68 [418,945.15, 570,872.88] 46.99 [41.54, 52.14] 23.14 [18.23, 28.11]

4 4 9 494,267.64 [417,365.36, 569,060.08] 55.39 [49.26, 61.09] 26.66 [21.03, 32.47]

9 4 4 475,285.60 [400,409.88, 548,298.84] 109.90 [98.82, 119.73] 48.43 [37.67, 58.94]

Strategies preventing the most anal cancers and deaths

One-group-targeted strategies

0 9 0 286,959.37 [232,059.73, 332,853.55] 231.44 [208.29, 252.58] 104.80 [81.18, 127.75]

Two-group-targeted strategies

9 9 0 368,493.36 [304,160.39, 422,998.40] 305.69 [275.33, 333.30] 136.60 [105.76, 166.55]

2 9 0 259,256.07 [207,993.55, 301,422.87] 253.39 [228.01, 276.43] 114.60 [88.74, 139.70]

Full-arrangement strategies

9 9 9 381,973.01 [316,108.32, 439,370.04] 316.11 [284.65, 344.70] 141.14 [109.26, 172.08]

9 9 2 366,064.35 [301,831.89, 420,016.23] 308.95 [278.24, 336.85] 138.03 [106.86, 168.28]

9 9 4 383,786.05 [317,676.35, 441,279.65] 307.71 [277.11, 335.56] 137.62 [106.55, 167.80]
HPV, human papillomavirus; MSM, men who have sex with men; IQR: inter-quartile range.
Statistically significant increase in the number of anogenital warts is indicated if the upper band of IQR of prevented cases is less than 0; no positive or negative effect of vaccination strategies is
suggested if the IQR covers 0.
Vaccination strategies: "<27", "27-45", and ">45" represent the three MSM groups stratified by age (MSM aged <27, 27-45, and >45 years, respectively). Number "0" represents no vaccine.
Numbers "2", "4" and "9" represent the bivalent vaccine, quadrivalent vaccine, and nine-valent vaccine, respectively. Each row is an alternative allocation strategy of the three vaccine categories.
For example, the line filled with "2", "4", and "2" means allocating bivalent vaccine to MSM aged <27 and >45 years, and quadrivalent vaccine to those aged 27-45 years.
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rate was expected to further contain the ICER (vaccination rate, 30%,

ICER, 33,521.75 USD/QALY, 31,040.73-36,013.92). Simultaneously,

in the case with a 0% vaccinating rate, quadrivalent vaccines to all

groups, and 50% coverage, when the vaccine price decreased by 25%,
Frontiers in Immunology 09
the ICER was reduced to 22,950.74 USD/QALY (19,999.19-

25,915.53). When the vaccine price decreased by 60%, the ICER

was reduced to 7,344.44USD/QALY (4,392.89-10,309.23), indicating

good cost-effectiveness taking China’s per capita GDP as a threshold.
TABLE 3 The gained QALY, increased cost and ICER of age-stratified HPV vaccination strategies among MSM in China, compared with no vaccination.

Vaccination
strategiesa QALY gained (median

[IQR])
Total cost increased (million USD, median

[IQR])
ICER (1000 USD/QALY, median

[IQR])
<27 27-

45 >45

Strategies increasing the most QALY

One-group-targeted strategies

0 4 0 34,087.30 [28,359.07, 39,367.77] 1,018.22 [920.14, 1,116.75] 29.87 [26.99, 32.76]

Two-group-targeted strategies

4 4 0 43,306.92 [36,523.99, 49,860.28] 1,457.53 [1,330.01, 1,585.62] 33.66 [30.71, 36.61]

9 4 0 41,480.33 [34,913.76, 47,812.63] 1,800.49 [1,677.98, 1,923.55] 43.41 [40.45, 46.37]

Three-group-targeted strategies

4 4 4 44,684.90 [37,740.83, 51,416.49] 1,523.67 [1,391.78, 1,656.15] 34.10 [31.15, 37.06]

4 4 9 44,527.88 [37,605.44, 51,261.67] 1,574.17 [1,442.75, 1,706.19] 35.35 [32.40, 38.32]

4 4 2 43,090.76 [36,340.46, 49,625.08] 1,494.51 [1,367.65, 1,621.94] 34.68 [31.74, 37.64]

Strategies increasing the least cost

One-group-targeted strategies

0 0 2 -216.16 [-241.83, -189.01] 36.98 [36.33, 37.63] /

Two-group-targeted strategies

2 0 2 -2,692.83 [-3,055.41, -2,348.21] 291.09 [283.87, 298.31] /

2 0 4 -1,098.68 [-1,261.05, -931.09] 320.24 [318.04, 322.43] /

Three-group-targeted strategies

2 0 4 -1,098.68 [-1,261.05, -931.09] 320.24 [318.04, 322.43] /

2 2 4 -2,319.76 [-3,987.22, -1,036.81] 939.46 [926.08, 952.77] /

2 2 9 -2,476.78 [-4,146.38, -1,211.59] 989.96 [976.12, 1003.73] /

Strategies with cost-effectiveness (sort all the scenarios by ICER)b

0 4 0 34,087.30 [28,359.07, 39,367.77] 1,018.22 [920.14, 1,116.75] 29.87 [26.99, 32.76]

0 4 4 35,465.28 [29,577.88, 40,863.80] 1,084.36 [981.90, 1,187.28] 30.58 [27.69, 33.48]

0 4 2 33,871.13 [28,160.24, 39,115.12] 1,055.20 [957.77, 1,153.07] 31.15 [28.28, 34.04]

0 4 9 35,308.25 [29,452.22, 40,683.88] 1,134.87 [1,032.87, 1,237.32] 32.14 [29.25, 35.04]

4 4 0 43,306.92 [36,523.99, 49,860.28] 1,457.53 [1,330.01, 1,585.62] 33.66 [30.71, 36.61]

4 4 4 44,684.90 [37,740.83, 51,416.49] 1,523.67 [1,391.78, 1,656.15] 34.10 [31.15, 37.06]

4 4 2 43,090.76 [36,340.46, 49,625.08] 1,494.51 [1,367.65, 1,621.94] 34.68 [31.74, 37.64]

4 4 9 44,527.88 [37,605.44, 51,261.67] 1,574.17 [1,442.75, 1,706.19] 35.35 [32.40, 38.32]
HPV, human papillomavirus; MSM, men who have sex with men; IQR: inter-quartile range; QALY, quality-adjusted life years; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio.
The ICER values of cost-effective strategies are less than three times the per capita GDP (gross domestic product) in China. "/" indicates that the calculation of ICER is meaningless, as no gained
QALY is detected.
a Vaccination strategies: "<27", "27-45", and ">45" represent the three MSM groups stratified by age (MSM aged <27, 27-45, and >45 years, respectively). Number "0" represents no vaccine.
Numbers "2", "4" and "9" represent bivalent vaccine, quadrivalent vaccine, and nine-valent vaccine, respectively. Each row is an alternative allocation strategy of the three vaccine categories. For
example, the line filled with "2", "4", "2" means allocating bivalent vaccine to MSM aged <27 and >45 years, and quadrivalent vaccine to those aged 27-45 years.
b All strategies with cost-effectiveness are listed.
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When the discount rate rose by 25%, the value of ICER was reduced

to 33,068.32 USD/QALY (30,205.91-35,943.58), and the ICER would

increase to 35,183.18 USD/QALY (32,137.70-38,242.32) if the

discount rate decreased by 25%. (Table 4)
Frontiers in Immunology 10
4 Discussion

Our model showed that among MSM in China, HPV

vaccination could ease the burden of anogenital warts and anal
A B C

FIGURE 4

The comparison of yearly anogenital warts infections (A), anal cancers (B), and deaths from anal cancer (C) under three vaccination scenarios.
Scenario 1: allocating quadrivalent vaccines to MSM aged 27-45 years; scenario 2: allocating quadrivalent vaccines to MSM aged ≥27 years, scenario
3: allocating quadrivalent vaccines to MSM at all ages. The x-axis relates to the simulation period (10 years total). The y-axis relates to the number of
cases in different model compartments. G, anogenital warts; A, anal cancer; D, death from anal cancer.
A B C

FIGURE 5

The plot of QALY and Cost of each vaccination strategy in the one-group-targeted (A), two-group-targeted (B), and full-arrangement (C) scenarios.
The x-axis relates to the gained QALY of each vaccination strategy compared with the baseline scenario. The y-axis relates to the total cost increase
of each strategy compared with the baseline. The slope of the line in purple is three times China’s per capita GDP. Plots below the line represent
strategies with cost-effectiveness.
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cancer to some extent. Quadrivalent vaccines showed the most

effectiveness in the prevention of anogenital warts overall, and nine-

valent vaccines avoided the most anal cancer cases. Primarily

vaccinating MSM aged 27-45 years was generally the optimal

choice. With 50% coverage among all susceptible MSM, the

lowest ICER (34,098.09 USD/QALY, 31,146.54-37,062.88) was

reached when allocating quadrivalent vaccines to all age groups.

An additional annual vaccination rate of at least 20% and a decrease

IN vaccine price could further reduce the ICER.

In consistence with our findings, Winer et al. also detected that

quadrivalent vaccines were effective in preventing genital HPV

infections in young MSM, with an efficacy of around 85% (46).

Nine-valent HPV vaccination was suggested as an effective pre-

exposure prophylaxis intervention against anal HPV infection, as

approximately 73% of MSM in their survey had ≥1 nine-valent

vaccine HPV subtypes (47). The bivalent vaccine was less effective

in controlling HPV-related diseases among MSM, as it made no

difference in the reduction of anogenital warts cases. However, it

was the most cost-saving. In reality, MSM may prefer bivalent

vaccines as their acceptability of HPV vaccines was highly

associated with price, which was shown in a cross-sectional study
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targeted at MSM in Hong Kong (48). Li et al. found that only 2.5%

of MSM in mainland China were willing to afford more than 295

USD for HPV vaccination (49). If primarily considering the

affordability of vaccines, and promoting bivalent vaccines among

MSM, the medical treatment for patients with anogenital warts

should be improved to ensure their quality of life.

The lower price in comparison with nine-valent vaccines, and

the higher protective effect against anogenital warts compared with

bivalent vaccines have made quadrivalent vaccines a choice with

higher cost-effectiveness. As shown in a systematic review and

meta-analysis, the involved studies for MSM at various ages

consistently demonstrated the cost-effectiveness of quadrivalent

HPV vaccines compared with no vaccination (50). However, most

of the vaccination strategies (87.30%) were not cost-effective in

China, and good cost-effectiveness was not yet achieved. Different

conclusions were drawn in the USA, where the estimated ICER of

quadrivalent vaccines was only $15,290 per QALY when MSM were

vaccinated at 12 years old under 10% coverage, and less than the per

capita GDP under most scenarios (approximately 95%) (22).

Actions should be taken in China to increase the willingness-to-

pay threshold among MSM. Besides, HPV vaccines tended to be
TABLE 4 The ICER values of different HPV vaccination strategies in sensitivity analyses.

Strategy

4v to 27-45 4v to 27-45/>45 4v to <27/27-45/>45

Vaccination coveragea

20%/90% (all those vaccinated) Stable Stable Stable

20% (27-45)
50% (others)

Stable 31,534.78 [28,630.11, 34,452.47] 37,665.73[34,651.70, 40,693.30]

90% (27-45)
50% (others)

Stable 30,269.20 [27,385.18, 33,166.13] 32,496.11 [29,572.61, 35,432.70]

Annual vaccinating rate

10% 42,975.92 [40,373.25, 45,590.25] 41,018.25 [38,437.79, 43,610.30] 45,873.26 [43,239.08, 48,519.27]

20% 37,234.35 [34,736.25, 39,743.65] 35,116.42 [32,637.44, 37,606.52] 40,060.47 [37,523.32, 42,609.02]

30% 30,319.69 [27,891.83, 32,758.44] 28,652.93 [26,236.89, 31,079.83] 33,521.75 [31,040.73, 36,013.92]

40% 24,399.23 [22,034.98, 26,774.11] 23,253.04 [20,892.52, 25,624.16] 28,022.84 [25,590.24, 30,466.37]

Vaccine priceb

+25% 39,895.59 [37,018.07, 42,785.99] 40,786.23 [37,897.21, 43,688.18] 45,245.44 [42,293.89, 48,210.24]

-25% 19,846.53 [16,969.00, 22,736.93] 20,364.44 [17,475.43, 23,266.40] 22,950.74 [19,999.19, 25,915.53]

-50% 9,822.00 [6,944.47, 12,712.40] 10,153.55 [7,264.54, 13,055.51] 11,803.38 [8,851.83, 14,768.175]

-60% 5,812.18 [2,934.66, 8,702.58] 6,069.20 [3,180.18, 8,971.15] 7,344.44 [4,392.89, 10,309.23]

Discount rateb

-25% 30,821.64 [27,852.54, 33,804.02] 31,548.32 [28,567.37, 34,542.63] 35,183.18 [32,137.70, 38,242.32]

+25% 28,968.95 [26,178.32, 31,772.06] 29,651.95 [26,850.19, 32,466.27] 33,068.32 [30,205.91, 35,943.58]
"<27", "27-45", and ">45" represent the three MSM groups stratified by age (MSM aged <27, 27-45, and >45 years, respectively); "4v" under "Strategy" represents quadrivalent HPV vaccine. The
background vaccination coverage is 50%.
The ICER values are shown as median [IQR].
ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; HPV, human papillomavirus; IQR, inter-quartile range.
a The ICER values remained stable when consistently improving the overall coverage in all vaccinated groups.
b "-" and "+" denote decrease and increase on the original basis (shown in Table 1), respectively.
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more cost-effective if only considering diseases related to high-risk

HPV infection. A cross-sectional study indicated that among MSM

in Shenyang, China, bivalent vaccines were cost-effective for the

prevention of anal cancer (51). Vaccines providing protection

against more low-risk HPV subtypes should be developed to fit in

with potential vaccination promotion among MSM.

Appropriate vaccination age is also of critical importance to ensure

maximum cost-effectiveness. Corresponding with our results,

Deshmukh et al. also recommended the primary expansion of

current vaccination guidelines to MSM aged ≥27, and the younger

were endowed with higher priority (32). The main cause may be the

high average level of sexual activity and infection risk among MSM in

this age group. Glick et al. found that up to 72% of 35- to 39-year-olds

MSM in 4 population-based surveys formed a new partnership during

the previous year, while among those aged less than 18 years generally

fewer sex partners were acknowledged (52). Ethe et al. showed that the

adjusted odds-ratio of analHPVprevalence comparingMSMaged <30

years and >45 years was 2.714 (53). This evidence have indicated the

importance of risk classification during vaccination promotion. The

potential individual infection risk of HPV should be adequately

evaluated so that more targeted vaccination is carried out, especially

in the case of insufficient vaccine supply.

Interventions facilitating the decline of ICER should be

considered. For instance, an additional annual vaccination rate

was essential to increase the cost-effectiveness. A good cost-

effectiveness of vaccination strategies could also be achieved by a

60% decrease in vaccine price. Similar results were obtained in

studies in various regions. A study in England also found the

decrease in price beneficial, as bivalent vaccination was not cost-

effective except when reaching a price which was £41/dose cheaper

than the quadrivalent vaccine (54). Researchers have suggested

that low- and middle-income countries should firstly adjust HPV

vaccine prices to improve the cost-effectiveness (55). Manufacturers

in China should accelerate the development of domestic vaccines to

reduce the cost of logistics, and partially subsidized vaccination

should be further considered to release the burden of production

costs. Reducing the dose each vaccination could also make

sense. The World Health Organization (WHO) has recommended

one-dose HPV vaccination in 2022 (56). As shown in a projected

randomized trial conducted for women in Kenya, a reduction in

HPV dose vaccination could effectively improve the vaccine

coverage, apart from the savings of cost (57). Long-term clinical

data on the efficacy of reduced dose vaccination among MSM are

demanded to implement the plans. Furthermore, the reduction in

vaccine price and dose vaccination may accelerate the expansion of

HPV vaccines to men, while targeted vaccination towards MSM

should be emphasized as HPV vaccines was rarely found to be cost-

effective in heterosexual men (58).

Our study is one of the first studies exploring the effectiveness

and cost-effectiveness of combined HPV vaccination strategies

among age-stratified MSM in China. The primary outcomes could

provide practical references for the improvement of HPV vaccination

plans, as well as the promotion of HPV vaccines targeted at high-risk
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groups. However, there exist several limitations. First, due to the lack

of detailed data on anal HPV’s development among MSM in China,

precancerous lesions of anal cancer (low/high-grade anal squamous

intraepithelial neoplasia) were not involved as compartments in the

model, and chronologically spaced parameters may cause the risk of

imbalance. Second, longitudinal data on anogenital warts and anal

cancer prevalences were also severely absent among MSM in China,

which made it difficult to achieve model calibration. More attention

on HPV-related diseases among MSM should be attracted, and

cohort studies with yearly follow-up data are expected in China.

Third, HPV infections beyond 37 general subtypes and the cross-

infection between anogenital warts and anal cancer was not

considered, which may lead to an underestimation of vaccination

effectiveness. Finally, vaccination adherence was not included as a

parameter in our simulation. An individual-based model should be

developed to better evaluate the impact of personal adherence level.

In conclusion, HPV vaccines can effectively reduce the prevalence

of related diseases and deaths caused by anal cancer among MSM in

China, especially quadrivalent vaccines for anogenital warts and nine-

valent vaccines for anal cancer. Quadrivalent vaccines were always the

most cost-effective, and MSM aged 27-45 years was the optimal age

group for vaccination. However, none of the HPV vaccination plans

indicated good cost-effectiveness taking China’s per capita GDP as a

threshold. The improvement of initial vaccination coverage could

prevent more infections of HPV-related diseases while making no

difference on the ICER. Annual vaccination at an ideal level and

appropriate adjustment of vaccine price is necessary to further improve

the cost-effectiveness.
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